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S507 - Argo 3-in-1 Jacket
Collection:  TK2™ Breathable
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  100% Polyester, PU coated
Outer Carton:  12

Product information
Combining  functional  details  with  a  modern  design,  this  3-in-1  jacket
provides  excellent  waterproof,  windproof  and  breathable  protection.
Adaptable to all seasons, the Argo jacket includes a detachable inner fleece
for use in cool but dry conditions. Features include a pack-away hood, print
access for personalisation and 7 pockets for ample storage including zipped
pockets on both the outer jacket and inner fleece.
TK2™ Breathable
The  Portwest  collection  of  TK2™  jackets  offer  maximum  waterproof,
windproof and breathable performance. Classic styling combined with a
contemporary fit and print access make these jackets the perfect choice for
corporate wear. Fleece linings and detachable garments ensure the wearer
is comfortable and warm in cold weather conditions.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Standards
EN 343 Class 3:2 X (WP 5,000mm, MVP 5,000g/m2/24hr)

Features
3-in-1 waterproof, breathable and windproof jacket with taped seams●

Interactive fleece which can be worn as a separate jacket for multi use●

Hook and loop cuffs for a secure fit●

Drawcord adjustable hem●

Storm flap front to protect against the elements●

Internal chest pocket●

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface

Breathable fabric to draw moisture away from the body keeping the●

wearer cool, dry and comfortable

7 pockets for ample storage●

Phone pocket●

Print access for corporate branding●
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S507 - Argo 3-in-1 Jacket
Commodity Code: 6201409019

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
S507NARS Navy 65.0 45.0 43.0 1.1100 0.1258 5036108272495 25036108762358
S507NARM Navy 65.0 45.0 43.0 1.1600 0.1258 5036108272488 25036108762341
S507NARL Navy 65.0 45.0 43.0 1.2300 0.1258 5036108272471 25036108762334
S507NARXL Navy 65.0 45.0 43.0 1.3000 0.1258 5036108272501 25036108762365
S507NARXXL Navy 65.0 45.0 43.0 1.3000 0.1258 5036108272518 25036108762372
S507NARXXXL Navy 65.0 45.0 43.0 1.3500 0.1258 5036108272525 25036108762389


